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Abstract 

Success/failure of dental implants depends on stress transfer and distribution at the bone-implant 
interface. This study aimed to assess the stress distribution pattern in all-on-four maxillary 
restorations supported by porous tantalum and solid titanium implants using three-dimensional 
(3D) finite element analysis (FEA). In this FEA, a geometric model of an edentulous maxilla, 
Zimmer screw-vent tantalum and solid titanium implants were modelled. Four models with the 
all-on-four concept were designed. The fifth model had 6 vertical implants (all-on-six). Two 
different implant types (porous tantalum and solid titanium) were modelled to yield a total of 10 
models, and subjected to 200 N bilateral vertical load. Pattern of stress distribution and maximum 
von Mises stress values in cancellous and cortical bones around implants were analysed. In 
tantalum models, the effect of increasing the distal tilting of posterior implants was comparable 
to the effect of increasing the number of implants to 6 on von Mises stress values in cortical 
bone. However, in cancellous bone, the effect of increasing the tilting of posterior implants on 
stress was slightly greater than the effect of increasing the number of implants to 6. In solid 
titanium models, the effect of both of the abovementioned parameters was comparable on stress 
in cancellous bone; but in cortical bone, the effect of increasing the implant number was slightly 
greater on stress reduction. Despite similar pattern of stress distribution in bone around implants, 
higher maximum von Mises stress values around tantalum implants indicate higher stress transfer 
capacity of this type of implant to the adjacent bone, compared with solid titanium implants. 
Key Words: finite element analysis; dental implants; maxilla; tantalum. 
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 Adequate bone quality and quantity is an important 
prerequisite for dental implant placement. Patients with 
severe alveolar bone loss primarily require bone 
augmentation procedures.1 The anatomical properties of 
an edentulous maxilla complicate the reconstruction of 
atrophic ridge with dental implants. Several invasive 
approaches have been proposed for augmentation of 
severely atrophic maxilla such as bone grafting and sinus 
floor augmentation, aiming to augment the bone.2-4 Thus, 
the all-on-four concept was first introduced for mandible 
in 2003 and for maxilla in 2005; to maximize benefitting 
from the residual bone in an atrophic jaw.5,6 This protocol 
includes placement of four dental implants in the anterior 
part of a completely edentulous ridge (two anterior 
implants placed axially and two posterior implants placed 
with up to 45degree distal tilting) to support a fixed 
temporary restoration for immediate loading.7,8 
Accordingly, placement of posterior implants parallel to 

the anterior sinus wall, along with a distal tilt,7,9,10  
improves skeletal anchorage and support,10,11 decreases 
the length of cantilever, and results in more favorable 
stress distribution in bone.9,12-16 However, the amount of 
stress generated in bone supporting the tilted implants 
remains questionable, and FEA showed controversial 
results regarding the magnitude of stress in the cervical 
bone and implant neck in distally tilted implants.17,18 The 
success of implant treatment depends on a number of 
factors such as implant characteristics (design, material, 
and fabrication process), and pattern of stress distribution 
in implant and its supporting structures. Implant design 
characteristics affect stress distribution and transfer from 
the implant to the surrounding bone, and play a role in its 
long-term success/failure as such.19 Therefore, 
qualitative and quantitative assessment of stress 
distribution in dental implants and the supporting bone is 
imperative to predict the behavior of implants in the oral 
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environment.20 Porous tantalum implants have been 
extensively used in medicine and dental implants in the 
past 15 years and their clinical success has been well 
documented.21,22 In this particular type of dental 
implants, the term “osseoincorporation” is preferably 
used instead of osseointegration for providing of biologic 
anchorage, which is defined as a combination of bone-
implant contact and ingrowth of bone into the porous 
tantalum.23 Porous implants have two favorable 
properties contributing to their extensive use.24 The first 
one is their elastic modulus which is similar to the elastic 
modulus of bone, and prevents stress isolation at the bone 
interfaceand preserves the mineral density of the peri-
implant bone.24,25 Another advantage is its structural 
properties that allow bone ingrowth to achieve biologic 
fixation.26,27 Accordingly, in addition to osseointegration, 
bone penetrates into a geometric network of inter-
connected pores and further increases the implant 
anchorage.28-30 The combination of osseointegration and 
osseoincorporation results in significantly increased 
secondary stability of dental implants in bone.25 Also, the 
high frictional effects increase the primary stability of 
porous tantalum implants in bone.31,32 Theoretically, 
porous tantalum implants can serve as a valuable strategy 
for treatment of patients with type III and IV bone. 
Increased surface area provided by the tantalum (TM) 
shell can result in faster and more firm osseointegration.23 
FEA is extensively used for quantitative assessment of 
stress distribution in implants and the supporting 
bone.20,33 Due to the high complexity of the geometry of 
the implant-bone system, FEA is the most suitable tool 
for assessment of this system.34 Considering the 
advantages of all-on-four implant-supported restorations 
in edentulous patients, and the challenges related to the 
success of titanium implant treatment in patients with 
poor quality bone, use of porous tantalum implants has 
gained increasing attention. Thus, this study aimed to 
compare stress distribution pattern in all-on-four 
maxillary restorations supported by porous tantalum and 
solid titanium implants using three-dimensional (3D) 
FEA. The null hypothesis was that the pattern of load 
distribution would not be significantly different in all-on-
six (conventional method), and all-on-four (with 0, 15, 
30, and 45-degree tilting of distal implants) restorations 
supported by solid titanium and porous tantalum implants 
under 200 N vertical load. 

Materials and Methods 
Designing of the models 
Three-dimensional geometry of an edentulous maxilla, 
including the cortical and cancellous bones, was designed 
by using computed tomography scans of an edentulous 
patient with no maxillofacial anomaly and normal 
craniofacial ratios with Mimics software. The maxillary 
arch had an approximate radius of 25 mm, with 140 mm 
length, 18 mm height, and 9 mm width. To simulate type 
III bone, one layer of cortical bone with 1 mm thickness 
was designed covering the entire maxilla while 

cancellous bone was used for the central parts of the 
alveolus.35 For implant modeling, two screw-vent 
trabecular tantalum implants with 11.5 and 13 mm 
lengths and 4.1 mm diameter, and two screw-vent solid 
titanium implants with 11.5 and 13 mm lengths and 4.1 
mm diameter were used. The trabecular part of the porous 
tantalum implants was designed in the form of a layer 
with 0.75 mm thickness and 4.5 mm height such that it 
started at 2 mm from the implant end. Similar to the 
cancellous bone, this layer was considered isotropic and 
homogenous. Considering the fabrication process of 
Zimmer trabecular metal TM, which is chemical vapor 
infiltration-chemical vapor deposition, the modulus of 
elasticity of the porous tantalum layer was considered to 
be averagely 3000 MPa.36 The 3D geometric data of the 
edentulous maxilla and dental implants were assessed by 
ATOS II optical digitizing system, and the obtained data 
were transferred to ABAQUS modelling and processing 
software. Next, the implants along with the abutment and 
suprastructure were virtually placed in bone. To design 
an all-on-four model, two mesial implants were placed 
vertically and bilaterally at the site of lateral incisors, and 
two distal implants were placed at the site of first 
premolars with 0, 15, 30, and 45-degree distal tilts [37]. 
Two cylindrical titanium abutments with straight profile 
were modeled and placed on vertical implants while two 
abutments with 15, 30, and 45-degree angulations were 

 
Fig 1. Study models; (A) profile view of the first 

model with 4 vertical implants; (B) profile 
view of the second model with 15-degree 
tilting of posterior implants; (C) profile 
view of the third model with 30-degree 
tilting of posterior implants; (D) profile 
view of the fourth model with 45-degree 
tilting of posterior implants; (E) profile 
view of the fifth model with 6 vertical 
implants; (F) frontal view of all-on-four 
models; (G) frontal view of all-on-six 
models. 
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placed on tilted implants.35 The titanium suprastructure 
was designed by the modeling software in the form of a 
prosthetic bar with height and buccolingual width of 10 
mm, and peripheral length of 93 mm (which included the 
mesiodistal width of 12 masticatory units).37 In total, four 
models of all-on-four full-arch maxillary prostheses and 
one all-on-six model were designed for each of the two 
implant designs (porous and solid).37 In the first model, 4 
vertical implants were bilaterally placed at the site of 
lateral incisors and first premolars according to the 
protocol by Zarb et al.38 In the second to fourth models, 
the anterior implants were vertical and the posterior 
implants had a distal tilt (by 15, 30, and 45 degrees, 
respectively). In the fifth model, six vertical implants 
(conventional method) were virtually placed at the site of 
lateral incisors and first and second premolars bilaterally. 
The implant height in all models was 11.5 mm, except for 
posterior implants in the third and fourth models, which 

had 13 mm height, due to greater distal tilt and to ensure 
that the apex of posterior implants would be placed along 
the longitudinal axis of the first premolar. Although the 
length of suprastructure was the same in all models, the 
length of distal cantilevers varied (20, 16, 12, and 9.5 mm 
in the first to fourth models, respectively, and 13 mm in 
the fifth model).37 Figure 1 shows the models. After 
designing of the models, they were processed in 
ABAQUS software, and meshed using 3D tetrahedral 
four-node elements. The total number of elements and 
nodes in different models is presented in Table 1. 
Material properties 
Table 2 presents the material properties including the 
elasticity coefficient and Poisson’s ratio [25, 35, 36, 39, 
40]. All materials were considered isotropic, 
homogenous, and linearly elastic.35,36,39 
Boundary conditions and interfaces 
The boundary conditions of the models were defined 
according to the uniformity of the maxilla and base of 
skull, such that the movement of the maxilla was 
restricted, and these conditions were applied to the upper 
part of bone. All peripheral nodes of the model were fixed 
and their movement was completely restricted.35,39 The 
bone-implant interface was modeled with complete 
osseointegration with completely fixed tie attachment. 
There was no gap at the implant-abutment connection, 
and the attachment was modeled as completely fixed.35,39 
The attachment of suprastructure-abutment was also 
considered as tie for the screw-retained restoration.37  
Perfect sit situation was considered between the implants, 
bone, and prosthetic suprastructure.35,39 
Loading conditions 
Each of the five models for the two implant designs was 
subjected to 200 N static load bilaterally, simultaneously, 
and vertically, which was applied to the first molar region 
(right and left cantilevers).35,39 The maximum von Mises 
stress and its distribution in the surrounding bone 
(cortical and cancellous) were assessed in each model. 
The results of mathematical solutions were converted to 
visual results depicted by color degrees in the range of 
red and blue, such that red color indicated higher level of 
stress and blue color indicated lower level of stress. 

Table 1. Total number of elements and nodes in 
different models. 

Nodes Elements Titanium models 

49960 261078 All-on-four (0-degree) 

50252 263246 All-on-four (15-degree) 

52029 274833 All-on-four (30-degree) 

50370 264978 All-on-four (45-degree) 

53177 282431 All-on-six 

Nodes Elements Tantalum models 

48737 261319 All-on-four (0-degree) 

45329 255798 All-on-four (15-degree) 

51361 268435 All-on-four (30-degree) 

50144 261808 All-on-four (45-degree) 

53371 285038 All-on-six 

 

 

Table 2. Material properties. 

References Poisson’s 
ratio 

Young’s modulus (GPa) Material 

25,36 0.3 3 (2/5-3/5) Porous Tantalum 
(CVI/CVP) 

36 0.35 103.4 Ti-6Al-4V 

35,36,39,40 0.30 13.7 Cortical bone 

35,36,39,40 0.30 1.37 Trabecula bone (type III) 
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Results 
Table 3 presents the maximum von Mises stress values in 
the surrounding bone (cortical and cancellous) of each 
model and the differences between corresponding models 
of tantalum trabecular and titanium solid implants. 
M01 (First model) 
Full-arch titanium bar was supported by 4 screw-vent 
tantalum trabecular vertical implants with 20-mm 
bilateral cantilevers (Fig. 2A).  
Stress distribution in cortical and cancellous bones 
The maximum von Mises stresses in this model, in both 
cortical and cancellous bones were the highest among all 

models (Table 3, respectively 76.2 and 10.4 MPa) (Fig. 
2B and Fig. 2C). 
M02 (Second model)  
Full-arch titanium bar was supported by 4 screw-vent 
tantalum trabecular implants with 16-mm bilateral 
cantilevers and posterior implants with 15-degree distal 
tilt (Fig. 3A). Stress distribution in cortical and 
cancellous bones The maximum von Mises stresses in 
this model, in cortical and cancellous bones were 
respectively 42.5% and 8% lower than the first model. 
Also, greater stress distribution towards the distal was 
noted compared with the M01 model (Table 3, Fig. 3B 
and Fig. 3C). 

Table 3. Maximum von Mises stress. 

Difference 
(cancellous bone) 

Difference 
(cortical bone) 

Cancellous bone Cortical bone Maximum von 
Mises stress (MPa) 
values 

4.41 higher 29.2 higher 10.04 76.2 M01 (First model) 

4.03 higher 3.11 higher 9.23 43.76 M02 (Second 
model) 

1.34 higher 1 higher 6.17 36.2 M03 (Third model) 

0.17 lower < 1 higher 4.48 35.8 M04 (Fourth 
model) 

1.8 higher 5.2 higher 6.56 36.6 M05 (Fifth model) 

4.41 lower 29.2 lower 5.63 47 M06 (Sixth model) 

4.03 lower 3.11 lower 5.2 40.65 M07 (Seventh 
model) 

1.34 lower 1 lower 4.83 35.15 M08 (Eighth 
model) 

0.17 higher < 1 lower 4.65 34.9 M09 (Ninth model) 

1.8 lower 5.2 lower 4.75 31.4 M10 (Tenth model) 

 

 

 
Fig 2. M01: (A) Location of loading in prosthetic 

titanium bar; (B) Pattern of stress 
distribution in cortical bone; (C) Pattern of 
stress distribution in cancellous bone. 

 

 
Fig 3. M02: (A) Location of loading in prosthetic 

titanium bar; (B) Pattern of stress 
distribution in cortical bone; (C) Pattern of 
stress distribution in cancellous bone. 
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M03 (Third model) 
Full-arch titanium bar was supported by 4 screw-vent 
tantalum trabecular implants with 12-mm bilateral 
cantilevers and posterior implants with 30-degree distal 
tilt (Fig. 4A). 
Stress distribution in cortical and cancellous bones 
The stress distribution was more distal along the crest 
compared with the first and second models. The 
maximum von Mises stresses in this model, in cortical 
and cancellous bones were respectively 52.5% and 
38.5% lower than the M01 model (Table 3, Fig. 4B and 
Fig. 4C). 
M04 (Fourth model) 
Full-arch titanium bar was supported by 4 screw-vent 
tantalum trabecular implants with 9.5-mm bilateral 
cantilevers and posterior implants with 45-degree distal 
tilt (Fig. 5A). 
Stress distribution in cortical and cancellous bones 
The pattern of stress distribution was more distal along 
the crest compared with the abovementioned models. The 
maximum von Mises stresses in this model, in cortical 
and cancellous bones were respectively 53% (the lowest 
amongst tantalum models and almost similar to the value 
in the M03 model) and 55% (the lowest amongst all 

models) lower than the M01 model (Table 3, Fig. 5B and 
Fig. 5C).  
M05 (Fifth model) 
Full-arch titanium bar was supported by 6 vertical screw-
vent tantalum trabecular implants with 13-mm bilateral 
cantilevers (Fig. 6A). 
Stress distribution in cortical and cancellous bones 
The pattern of stress distribution had less extension 
towards the distal compared with the M02 to M04 
models. The maximum von Mises stresses in this model, 
in cortical and cancellous bones were respectively 52% 
(similar to the M03 and M04 models) and 34.6% lower 
than that in the M01 model. The stress in bone around the 
two anterior implants was higher than that around middle 
implants, and lower than that in posterior implants. The 
lowest stress was noted around middle implants (Table 3, 
Fig. 6B and Fig. 6C).  
M06 (Sixth model) 
Full-arch titanium bar was supported by 4 vertical 
tapered screw-vent solid titanium implants with 20-mm 
bilateral cantilevers (Fig. 7A).  
Stress distribution in cortical and cancellous bones 
The maximum von Mises stresses in this model, in both 
cortical and cancellous bones were the highest among  

 

 
Fig 4. M03: (A) Location of loading in prosthetic 

titanium bar; (B) Pattern of stress 
distribution in cortical bone; (C) Pattern of 
stress distribution in cancellous bone. 

 

 
Fig 6. M05: (A) Location of loading in prosthetic 

titanium bar; (B) Pattern of stress 
distribution in cortical bone; (C) Pattern of 
stress distribution in cancellous bone. 

 

 
Fig 5. M04: (A) Location of loading in prosthetic 

titanium bar; (B) Pattern of stress 
distribution in cortical bone; (C) Pattern of 
stress distribution in cancellous bone. 

 

 
Fig 7. M06: (A) Location of loading in prosthetic 

titanium bar; (B) Pattern of stress 
distribution in cortical bone; (C) Pattern of 
stress distribution in cancellous bone. 
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titanium models (Table 3, respectively 47 and 5.63 MPa)   
(Fig. 7B and Fig. 7C).  

M07 (Seventh model) 
Full-arch titanium bar was supported by 4 tapered screw-
vent solid titanium implants with 16-mm bilateral 
cantilevers and 15-degree distal tilting of posterior 
implants (Fig. 8A).  
Stress distribution in cortical and cancellous bones 
The maximum von Mises stresses in this model, in 
cortical and cancellous bones were respectively 13.5% 
and 7.6% lower than that in the M06 model. In cortical 
bone, stress pattern had a slightly greater distal 
distribution and in cancellous bone, the pattern of 
distribution towards the distal was similar to that in the 
M08 (Eighth model) 

Full-arch titanium bar was supported by 4 tapered screw-
vent solid titanium implants with 12-mm bilateral 
cantilevers and 30-degree distal tilting of posterior 
implants (Fig. 9A).  
Stress distribution in cortical and cancellous bones 
The pattern of stress distribution was more distally than 
the previous two models. The maximum von Mises  

 

stresses in this model, in cortical and cancellous bones 
were respectively 25.2% and 14.2% lower than that in the 
M06 model (Table 3, Fig. 9B and Fig. 9C).  
M09 (Ninth model) 
Full-arch titanium bar was supported by 4 tapered screw-
vent solid titanium implants with 9.5-mm bilateral 
cantilevers and 45-degree distal tilting of posterior 
implants (Fig. 10A).  
Stress distribution in cortical and cancellous bones 
The pattern of stress distribution was more distally than 
the previous models. The maximum von Mises stresses 
in this model, in cortical and cancellous bones were 
respectively 25.7% (almost similar to the M08 model) 
and 17.4% (the lowest amongst solid titanium models) 
lower than that in the M06 model (Table 3, Fig. 10B and 
Fig. 10C). 
M10 (Tenth model) 
Full-arch titanium bar was supported by 6 vertical 
tapered screw-vent solid titanium implants with 13-mm 
bilateral cantilevers (Fig. 11A).  
Stress distribution in cortical and cancellous bones 
Compared with the M06 to M09 models, stresses not only 

 
Fig 8. M07: (A) Location of loading in prosthetic 

titanium bar; (B) Pattern of stress 
distribution in cortical bone; (C) Pattern of 
stress distribution in cancellous bone. 

 

 
Fig 10. M09: (A) Location of loading in prosthetic 

titanium bar; (B) Pattern of stress 
distribution in cortical bone; (C) Pattern of 
stress distribution in cancellous bone. 

 
Fig 9. M08: (A) Location of loading in prosthetic 

titanium bar; (B) Pattern of stress 
distribution in cortical bone; (C) Pattern of 
stress distribution in cancellous bone. 

 
Fig 11. M10: (A) Location of loading in prosthetic 

titanium bar; (B) Pattern of stress 
distribution in cortical bone; (C) Pattern of 
stress distribution in cancellous bone. 
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affected the distal of bone surrounding posterior 
implants, but also the mesial of bone, and all the crestal 
area was involved. Thus, stresses were spread all around 
the posterior implants. The maximum von Mises stresses 
in this model, in cortical and cancellous bones were 
respectively 33.2% (the lowest amongst all models and 
maximum reduction compared with previous models) 
and 15.6% lower than that in the M06 model. Stresses 
around the two anterior implants were higher than middle 
implants and lower than posterior implants. Middle 
implants had the lowest stress (Table 3, Fig. 11B and Fig. 
11C). 
Overall comparison of the results of different all-on-
four and all-on-six models supported by screw-vent 
tantalum trabecular and tapered screw-vent solid 
titanium implants 
In all of the models, in both cortical and cancellous 
bones, maximum stress accumulation was noted in the 
crestal bone around posterior implants, especially in the 
distal region. Stress values in bone around anterior 
implants were low, compared with posterior implants, 
and the stresses were mainly concentrated anterior to 
implants. By advancing towards the apical part of 
implants, the amount of stress decreased and they had a 
wider distribution. In both cortical and cancellous bones, 
by an increase in tilting of posterior implants, the 
maximum von Mises stress decreased; however, stress 
distributed in a more extensive area and extended 
towards the distal along the crestal bone. Anterior 
implants in all-on-four models and middle implants in 
all-on-six models experienced the minimum amount of 
stress. In both cortical and cancellous bones around 
tantalum implants, the maximum von Mises stress was 
higher than that in the corresponding models with solid 
titanium implants, such that in the M01 model, the 
highest stress was recorded in both cortical and 
cancellous bones. Although this difference between 
titanium and tantalum implants was greater in more 
vertical all-on-four models and gradually decreases by an 
increase in tilting of posterior implants or implant 
number in all-on-six models, thus the stress values 
approximate each other. 

Discussion 
This study compared stress distribution pattern in all-on-
four maxillary restorations supported by porous tantalum 
and solid titanium implants using 3D FEA. The null 
hypothesis was that the pattern of load distribution would 
not be significantly different in all-on-six (conventional 
method), and all-on-four (with 0, 15, 30, and 45-degree 
tilting of distal implants) models supported by solid 
titanium and porous tantalum implants under 200 N load. 
According to the obtained results, the null hypothesis of 
the study was accepted. Similar to previous studies 
[16,37], the present results revealed that in all models, the 
stress value in cortical bone was higher than that in 
cancellous bone, which can be attributed to the higher 
elasticity coefficient of cortical bone, creating higher 

stress values. Saleh Saber et al. [37] found that as the 
angulation of posterior implants increased in all-on-four 
models and extended towards the distal along the crestal 
bone, stress at the level of cervical part of posterior 
implants decreased in both cortical and cancellous bones. 
In other words, more vertical posterior implants and 
greater length of cantilever result in higher and more 
concentrated pattern of von Mises stress. The present 
results confirmed their findings in both solid titanium and 
porous tantalum implants. They compared all-on-four 
model with 45-degree tilting of posterior implants with 
all-on-six model, and reported almost similar stress 
values in cortical bone. However, the stress value in 
cancellous bone was lower in 45-degree tilting model. 
They concluded that using two more implants with longer 
cantilever would not decrease stress in cancellous bone. 
Thus, it appears that the cantilever length is the primary 
factor, and can decrease stress even in presence of 
smaller number of implants. However, in the present 
study, in solid titanium implant models (in cancellous 
bone), increasing the tilt of posterior implants and 
subsequent reduction in cantilever length had no 
significant difference with increasing the number of 
implants to 6 with respect to the reduction of stress 
values, and both were found to be important factors that 
can decrease the level of stress. The present results in 
tantalum implants were closer to their findings, and the 
stress value in cortical bone was almost the same in all-
on-four model with 45-degree tilt and all-on-six model. 
But, in cancellous bone, the 45-degree model showed 
lower stress level. Difference between the present results 
and their findings regarding solid titanium models can be 
due to the fact that the cantilever length in 45-degree 
model in their study was the lowest amongst all models 
(2.5 mm), and its negative effect on stress was largely 
decreased. However, in the present study, the cantilever 
length in 45-degree model was 9.5 mm, which was 
considerable and could still exert negative effects under 
200 N cantilever loading. Evidence shows that the 
occlusal force on posterior teeth is approximately 220 
N.41,42 The pattern of loading in the present study was 
similar to that in a study by Gianpaolo;35 however, they 
reported that stress concentration in 45-degree model was 
almost twice the value in 15- and 30-degree models, 
which was different from the present results. The 
cantilever length of the three models was equal in their 
study (3.5 mm). Stress value in their study was highly 
affected by implant tilting. They recommended lower 
degree of implant tilting, a short cantilever, or higher 
number of implants for optimal stress distribution at the 
bone-implant interface in clinical cases with 
biomechanical risk factors such as bruxism or poor 
quality of bone.  
According to the present results and some other 
studies,17,43 increasing the tilt of posterior implants in all-
on-four models can result in better load distribution and 
lower stress level, if allows increasing the inter-implant 
distance and lower cantilever length.  
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Consistent with the results of Bhering et al.,44 similar 
mechanical behavior of both all-on-six and all-on-four 
concepts may be related to their similar clinical success 
in full-arch fixed four- or six-implant-supported 
restorations. Although Bhering et al.44 concluded that all-
on-six was the most favorable concept regarding 
biomechanical behavior and lower stress compared with 
all-on-four, it should be noted that in this study, the all-
on-four group had a 6.69 mm cantilever and the all-on-
six group had no cantilever; this factor, along with the 
higher number of posterior implants, results in lower 
stress and more favorable biomechanical behavior.  
Although several studies have reported an increase in 
stress by increasing the length of cantilever, a FEA by 
van Zyl et al.45 defined an optimum range < 15 mm, and 
reported that exceeding 15 mm length can cause greater 
stresses in buccal and lingual cortical plates and 
compromise the integrity of bone. This statement may 
explain more favorable stress distribution and lower 
stress values by increasing the distal tilting of implants 
(30 and 45 degrees) with < 15 mm cantilever length in 
all-on-four and all-on-six models.  
In the present study, despite the same stress distribution 
patterns, the von Mises stress values were higher in 
tantalum than solid titanium implants. Similarly, Sertgöz 
reported that materials with lower modulus of elasticity 
did not show significant differences in stress distribution 
patterns in peri-implant bone while stiffer materials 
tended to absorb some of the stress, which is referred to 
as stress isolation.46 Such materials, due to higher 
modulus of elasticity, further absorb the stress and 
transfer less stress to the other parts including the 
adjacent bone.42 This can explain higher level of stress in 
bone around tantalum implants in the present study since 
tantalum has lower modulus of elasticity than titanium 
(close to that of bone) and transfers greater stress to the 
bone. The effect of framework material on stress 
distribution in all-on-four and all-on-six models should 
not be overlooked either.42 Future studies should address 
the effect of framework material on stress distribution in 
all-on-four and all-on-six concepts.  
This study had some limitations. FEA results should be 
interpreted with caution since FEA cannot fully simulate 
the clinical setting.47 Moreover, future studies should 
consider anisotropic, viscous, non-linear, and non-
homogenous bone properties that can respond to stress in 
the form of resorption or regeneration under muscular 
and external time-dependent loads. Also, longitudinal 
clinical follow-ups and randomized clinical trials are 
required to verify the present findings in the clinical 
setting.44,48 Finally, future studies should assess the effect 
of cyclic loading with different angulations.   
In conclusion, despite similar pattern of stress 
distribution in bone around porous tantalum and solid 
titanium implants, higher maximum von Mises stress 
values around tantalum implants indicate higher stress 
transfer capacity of this type of implant to the adjacent 
bone, compared with solid titanium implants. 
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